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Discovery and harvesting of data sets for regional 
product groups 

EMODNet Chemistry 2 project is generating chemistry products per MSFD sea 
region 

SeaDataNet II project is generating T&S products per sea region 

   

This requires discovery and harvesting of data sets for specific criteria 

 

Earlier this was done on a manual basis using the CDI Discovery and 
Shopping mechanism 

 

Recently in EMODNet Chemistry 2 and in near future for SeaDataNet 
II use is made of a CDI buffer service: 

using a Robot harvester via the shopping mechanism to discover 
and retrieve specific data sets from distributed data centres  

to compile and maintain specific aggregate data sets as internal 
central data buffers that can be transferred to regional groups for 
further processing and products generation. 



An online Buffer Content Management System (Buffer CMS) has been 
developed and tested for configuring specific data buffer profiles in 
agreement with data providers AND for specific data user 
communities (such as EMODNet Chemistry regional product groups,  
MyOcean, SeaDataNet regional dataproduct groups, …) 

 

Configuration settings concern discovery filter, buffer group, 
motivation, users (by means of SeaDataNet AAA services)  

 

Robot harvester can be activated to perform retrieval for each buffer 
profile and also to maintain the central metadata and data buffers 
automatically for new entries and updates of existing entries 

 

Progress of the robot harvesters is administered in the existing online 
Request Status Manager (RSM) system which is part of the CDI 
Shopping mechanism for tracking and tracing requests by users, data 
providers and overall  

Discovery and harvesting of data sets for regional 
product groups – in automatic mode 
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Buffer Content Management System (Buffer CMS) 

logon 

Overview of buffers 
Configuring profile of specific buffer 



Central User Interface with logon (AAA service) 
following authorisation in buffer CMS profiles 

logon 

Overview of authorized buffers 

Central buffer UI incl direct shopping 



Request Status Manager (RSM) service extended 
with administering of Central buffer interfaces 

Logon as user/provider/master 

New functions for central buffer shopping 



 

The new Buffer CMS and Central buffer UI and API (under 
development for full machine-to-machine interaction) together with 
the new central shopping mechanism and upgraded RSM will greatly 
facilitate the maintenance of central buffers and regular delivery of 
data sets incl metadata to regional product groups 

 

The Central shopping mechanism works on the data Buffers and can 
deliver (in delayed mode) large data sets which are divided over 
downloadable zip files with maximum 10.000 data sets each; all 
shopping transactions are administered in new section of the RSM 

   

REMARK: The central buffers are exclusive for specific applications 
and acces is secured via AAA service only for authorised users. These 
buffers do not replace the distributed CDI infrastructure and its 
shopping process for regular users.     

 

 

 

Discovery and harvesting of data sets for regional 
product groups  



 

However the central buffers will contain and deliver ‘raw’ data sets for 
specific parameters and as harvested from the distributed data 
centres => further action is needed for making the collection more 
homogeneous and validated => aggregated data sets    

 

Aggregation and validation for generating homogeneous data 
collections can be done by using ODV V4.6.4 software and specific 
expertise per region and chemical substance 

 

Use will also be made of the new P35 Vocabulary for aggregating 
P01 terms. The P35 population is making progress: 

 http://seadatanet.maris2.nl/v_bodc_vocab_v2/welcome.asp 

 

The final buffers of aggregated and validated data sets will provide 
the input for data products and advanced visualisation 
services 

  

 

Converting buffer data sets to validated 
aggregated data sets  



Using ODV V4.6.4 for Data Aggregation 

1.  Import > SDN Spreadsheet  

      (file aggregation: 

        SDN ODV files + csv files >> SDN ODV metadata 
enriched collection) 

 

2. Export > Station Data > SDN Aggregated ODV 
Collection 

     (P35 parameter aggregation: 

        SDN ODV collection >> another SDN ODV metadata 
enriched collection) 
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Advanced services 

The validated and aggregated buffers of data sets will be input for 
the products and advanced services: 

 

Interpolated maps as produced with DIVA software (Ulg) 

 

Time series graphics for selected stations via WPS (Deltares) 

 

OceanBrowser viewer (Ulg) as common service for viewing the 
DIVA maps and giving access to the time series graphics 

 

Oceanotron server (IFREMER) in between ODV binary files via 
ODV-API and OceanBrowser for additional visualisation services of 
all data sets  

 




